Abstract. For the fragile security status and the growing threat of attack on industrial control systems, it is particularly important to strengthen the technology of security protection. After a detailed study of the characteristics of industrial control systems, this paper put forward design scheme of industrial firewall based on Modbus/TCP protocol, combining "white list" security policies with deep packet inspection technology, and realizing on the Linux platform. The experimental results show that the firewall can effectively intercept illegal data stream and ensure the normal operation of the industrial control system.
Introduction
With the integration of industrialization and information technology, industrial control systems increasingly adopt a common standard communication protocols as well as hardware and software systems, which broke the previous closed nature on the physical environment and special of the software and hardware. Industrial control systems have to face the traditional information security threats [1] , [2] . The security protection technology of industrial
The security protection technology of industrial control systems become more and more important [3] , Especially in 2010 the "Stuxnet" attacking Iran Bushehr nuclear power plant.
Firewall, asnetwork security guards, controls the communication between networks to prevent unauthorized users to access the internal important information resources. Scholars have been carried out for firewall design at different levels of theory. The literature [4] proposed a new firewall architecture design method mainly for the IT network application protocol but lack analysis and design of industrial network application protocol. The literature [5] proposed a rule-based firewall design only matches to the network layer, but lack of application layer data flow analysis which is prone to error interception. The literature [6] builds a firewall can effectively resolve application layer packet of information, but it is difficult to meet the industrial control systems for real-time requirements because of the delay.
Currently, firewall technology research mainly focused on information networks, less in industrial networks. Different from traditional IT system focusing on the protection of data confidentiality, industrial control system focuses on availability and real-time. Therefore, this paper combines "white list" strategy with the deep packet inspection technology and implements in the Linux platform. It proves the feasibility of this method and offers the theory and technical guidance for the safety and protection of the industrial control system.
Industrial Control System Architecture
Industrial control system is the product of combination between industrial control components and computer network. It also based on network which is widely used in automation systems manufacturing operations and national critical infrastructure [7] . Typical industrial control system components include controllers, HMI, DCS (distributed process control system) and SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition). Industrial control systems in the actual deployment can be divided into the enterprise network, process control and monitoring network and control system network. The typical topology is shown in Fig. 1 After deployment of industrial control systems, the host and control device are less likely to be added or removed from network. Therefore, industrial control network is static and stable and its traffic generated mostly by automated production processes is a certain period and regularity for "white list" strategy [8] , [9] . Also, hierarchical network structure is suitable for sub-regional management.
Industrial control systems cyber threats are mainly from the following aspects: 1) Industrial control networks use the TCP/IP protocol to have to face traditional IT systems similar network attacks, such as, Idle Scan attack, ARP spoofing / poisoning attacks, SYN Flooding attacks [10] . 2) The control protocol attacks are often application layer data because it lack of authentication [11] .
Modbus/TCP Protocol Field Analysis
Modbus protocol as an industrial fieldbus protocol standard is widely used in industrial control systems. As an application layer transmission protocol, it provide client/server communication model and specific function code operational services with a master/slave communication structure. Modbus dialog is established by sending Modbus/TCP application data unit (ADU), which is embedded in the TCP frame data report containing the Modbus application protocol (MBAP) and protocol data unit (PDU). PDU consists of function code and data composition. MBAP header consists of 4main parts: transaction identifier, protocol identifier, length and unit identifiers. Data frame structure is shown in As long as the attacker use a valid Modbus address and legal function code can build a Modbus dialogue, but no role-based access control mechanism is prone to unauthorized operation and the address and command without encrypted are easy to break. To solve these problems, industrial firewall designed in this article deep analysis of Modbus / TCP protocol, which make full use of the PDU field values to set the rules to strengthen the security and reliability of the firewall.
Industrial Firewall System
Based on the Linux platform, industrial firewall is developed by using iptables tools in this paper [12] . The firewall administrators add, delete, modify rules and replace operations with this tool, which can combine rules into a single list to achieve the access control function. The realization process is shown in Table 1 : Table 1 . Industrial Firewall Implementation Process Algorithm 1: Industrial firewall implementation steps
Step 1: Build ICS "defense in depth" system and the regional enclave and boundary setting Step2: Make clear legal data flow between different regions with the "white list" strategy; Step3: Depth analysis the data stream without "white list" of to determine its legitimacy by deep packet inspection technology
"Defense in Depth" Architecture Design
Aiming at the security problem of the complex industry control system, industrial control network is divided into different security zones to deploy security measures form overall defensive capabilities with "defense in depth" architecture [13] , [14] . According to the topological structure of industrial control system in the first section, the specific form of protection area is shown in Different zones have different security policies. For trusted zone, any external access is prohibited unless expressly permitted; DMZ zone allows intervals devices access each other in credible and non-credible to a certain extent; non-credible zone can't access the trusted zone, but can visit the DMZ. This design can better protect the internal network resources and reduce the likelihood of being attacked. Network structure is shown in Fig. 3 : 
"White List" Security Policy
"White list" is a list of rule libraries for storing legal rule set. "White list" policies are used in industrial firewall can effectively reduce the load on the firewall, since it can handle proprietary application protocols without detecting the data content of the packet. Traditional IT firewall's White list configuration is very difficult because of huge demand and massive connection to access the application services. However, the industrial network has static and stable network architecture, which makes white list policy become easy. Based on the "defense in depth" network structure of Fig. 3 , steps of white list strategy are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . Steps White List Policy Algorithm 2: white list policy settings Step1: the default policy is set to DROP. Step2: all legal rules to specify IP address TCP ports and services agreement. Step2.1: determine IP address DH_IP and listening port number DH_PORT of the history database server; Step2.2: determine the legal IP address set of history database server in the enterprise network; Step2.3: determine legal IP address P_IPS of history database server in the process control network; Step2.4: determine legal IP address A_IPS of passing through the firewall in enterprise network; Step3: Specifies the path of legal rules. Step3.1: allows P_IPS to DH_IP and DH_PORT port to connect to the TCP; Step3.2: allows E_IPS to DH_IP and DH_PORT port to connect to the TCP;
Step3.3: allows A_IPS to DH_IP and the port number 502 to connect to the Modbus;
Depth Protocol Analysis
Firstly, capture the real-time data traffic and data preprocessing in network; secondly, determine whether the data is in the white list, if it is, directly through, otherwise depth protocol analysis. Finally, match characteristics of the database fields. Analysis process is shown in Fig. 4 . 
System Test

Experimental Environment
To validate the availability and reliability of the industrial firewall designed in this paper, we built industrial control systems simulation environment based on Modbus/TCP protocol. Simulation of motor control system experimental schematic diagram is shown in Fig The experimental environment is divided into three layers, namely, data monitoring acquisition layer, the control unit layers and the execution unit layers. Data monitoring acquisition layers reflect real-time data acquisition and operation status. The control unit layers are composed by Schneider M340 series PLC. The execution unit layers include inverter and motor.
Experimental Design and Analysis
PLC 502 ports provide Modbus/TCP application services, so we use SYN / ACK Flood [16] attack on the 502 port of the PLC. It was found that host machine cannot properly control the motor because attacked PLC cannot respond to control instructions before starting the industrial firewall. However, after the industrial firewall is started, the attack was successful intercept and PLC operates normally.
It is verified whether industrial firewall can successfully intercept illegal packets through the firewall log data analysis. After comparative analysis, malicious traffic from 192.168.1.25 can be successfully intercepted, but it is still safe from 192.168.1.100 after starting the industrial firewall. That also illustrates the industrial firewall can block malicious attackers to access to the PLC and allow normal command successfully to reach PLC to protect the PLC so as to ensure the normal operation of the motor purpose.
Conclusion
With the cross-integration of industrial control network and information network, industrial control system is also facing the threat of traditional IT network because of more and more open system. Based on the industrial control network "limited state" and "limited behavior", "white list" policy is applied to industrial firewall and deep packet inspection technology is used to build firewall. Good test results of this method's feasibility on the Linux platform indicated that the industrial firewall can better analyze network traffic and reasonable intercept illegal traffic.
